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Executive Summary

For 22 years, the members of the World Trade Organization (WTO) have been discussing how to govern e-commerce and the data that underpins it. In 2019, some 74 (now 86) nations began to negotiate e-commerce. These talks are conducted in secret and little is known about how they are progressing. However, WTO members issued a wide range of public comments on both the Work Programme on Electronic Commerce and the Joint Statement Initiative (JSI) on Electronic Commerce from 1998, when the work program began, to the present. These communications provide context as well as a window into the negotiations.

Using qualitative techniques to analyze these communications, the authors found that throughout the 22-year period, member states were divided by their understanding, capacity and willingness to set rules governing e-commerce or digital trade. Members had divergent views on: whether or not to extend the moratorium on customs duties (although they have consistently extended it); how best to nurture the digital economy and what role trade agreements should play in governing it; and the ability of all WTO member states to participate effectively in these talks. Many countries had e-commerce expertise, but they did not have a wide range of firms with digital prowess. Moreover, many of the WTO member states did not have expertise governing various types of data. In short, data, digital prowess and data governance expertise were creating division among members.

To bridge this divide, this paper offers three suggestions: First, donor nations should provide funds and expertise to help developing and middle-income nations build a data-driven economy. Second, digital trade/e-commerce agreements should be designed to enable more people to benefit from data-driven growth while simultaneously setting rules to govern digital trade that facilitate trust and predictability among market actors. To that end, the Digital Economy Partnership Agreement (DEPA), an agreement among New Zealand, Chile and Singapore, provides a good model of such collaboration and rule-setting. Third, as data governance has become a key issue for development, development organizations should define what comprehensive data governance looks like at the national level. Development organizations should next examine how they can help developing countries achieve flexible and technologically neutral governance. These organizations should also provide financial and technical assistance to help developing countries build data governance skills.

Introduction

On August 11, 1994, American Phil Brandenberger made history when he purchased a Sting album online (Lewis 1994). That first e-commerce transaction showed consumers and executives that e-commerce could be trustworthy, easy and cost-effective.¹ One year later, e-commerce went global when Canadian Mark Fraser bought a used laser pointer on the US site AuctionWeb (a precursor to eBay).²

In the years that followed, e-commerce facilitated more trade as well as more inclusive trade.³ Researchers provided growing evidence that e-commerce helped policy makers in many countries to create jobs, improve household consumption and reduce inequality (WTO 2013; Alibaba Group and the World Bank 2019). By 2017, e-commerce accounted for US$29 trillion or 36 percent of global GDP (United Nations Conference on Trade and Development [UNCTAD] 2019a).

Although e-commerce is international, it is not governed by an internationally accepted system of norms and rules. In May 1998, the members of the WTO set up a program to study issues posed by e-commerce, such as: What is a digital good and what is a digital service? Members also discussed other issues, including whether to apply customs duties to e-commerce and how to protect users’ personal data, given different

---

¹ In April 1984, CompuServe launched the Electronic Mall, the first comprehensive electronic commerce service, in the United States and Canada (Concordia St. Paul 2016). See also Villasenor (n.d.) and www.ebayinc.com/company/our-history/.
² See www.ebayinc.com/company/our-history/.
³ See Al-Saleh (2020) and Clark and Wallsten (2007).
national approaches (users often provide such personal data to receive a good or service online). The Work Programme on Electronic Commerce defined e-commerce broadly as “the production, distribution, marketing, sale or delivery of goods and services by electronic means.” That definition was flexible enough to include an ever-growing panoply of goods and services built on data, such as artificial intelligence (AI) or apps. However, by 2017, some WTO members, including the United States and Canada, began to use the term “digital trade” or “data-driven trade” to describe this broader notion of e-commerce. The US government noted that this term — digital trade — better captures e-commerce and online services, “but also data flows that enable global value chains, services that enable smart manufacturing, and myriad other platforms and applications” (Office of the United States Trade Representative 2017). Digital trade has seeped into discussions at the WTO. Even the WTO’s Director-General described the e-commerce negotiations in 2019 as about digital trade. Meanwhile, many researchers, business leaders and policy makers began to see data as essential to both trade and the e-commerce work program. According to UNCTAD (2019c, 2, para. 5), “As trade is increasingly becoming digitalized, cross-border data flows are becoming more important... Activities affected by digitalization go beyond online trading and supply chain coordination.” Hence, “a deep understanding among Governments and stakeholders of the role of data flows is therefore becoming increasingly important” (ibid., 11, para. 51). Consequently, some WTO members also recognized that they would need to clearly delineate rules governing cross-border data flows as well as exceptions to those rules (when those rules could be breached).

In 2019, 76 WTO members agreed to a separate set of fast-tracked talks called the JSI on Electronic Commerce. Members could decide if they wanted to participate. As of November 2020, 86 nations are currently part of these talks (WTO 2020d).

The JSI negotiations, like other WTO-affiliated talks, are conducted in secret. The WTO Secretariat issues updates on the WTO website, where the progress of the talks is summarized in general terms. The Secretariat reports that as of November 2020, participants are gathering in small groups online to discuss electronic signatures, spam, open government data, source code and consumer protection. In short, the participants are discussing a wide range of domestic and international data governance issues. But little is known about member-state division and consensus and how members’ views changed over time.

However, WTO members have issued a wide range of public comments on both the work program and the JSI. These communications provide context as well as a window into the negotiations. They also reveal that members try to organize broad coalitions of nations to communicate shared ideas and strategies to breach divisions.

To better understand these communications, the authors’ research focused on four key questions:

→ Which countries submitted public communications in the 22-year period?
→ What were these countries saying about how best to govern e-commerce and data?
→ How did country concerns change over time?
→ What do these public communications tell us about issues that may be complicating the talks?

Two qualitative techniques — content analysis and process tracing — were used to answer these questions. Content analysis revealed which issues were mentioned most frequently by which countries. In contrast, process tracing provided an understanding of why these issues were important and how WTO member perspectives on these issues changed over time.

There were significant divisions among members in their understanding, capacity and willingness to set rules governing e-commerce or digital trade. Members had divergent views on:

---

4 WTO, Ministerial Conference, Declaration on Global Electronic Commerce, WTO Doc WT/MIN(98)/DEC/2, 2nd Sess, online: WTO <docs.wto.org> [Declaration].


6 See statement of Ambassador George Mina (Australia) referring to digital trade rules (WTO 2020d), and speech of former WTO Director-General Roberto Azevêdo (WTO 2019).


8 See WTO (2020d; 2020e).

→ whether or not to extend the moratorium on customs duties (although they have consistently extended it);

→ how best to nurture the digital economy and what role trade agreements should play in governing it; and

→ the ability of all WTO member states to participate effectively in these talks (many countries had e-commerce expertise, but many members did not have a wide range of firms with expertise in using data to create new products and services or improve them; moreover, many of the same WTO members did have expertise governing data).

Data expertise is dividing the world into digital haves and have-nots (Banga 2019; UNCTAD 2019a; 2019b). In a 2019 public communication, South Africa and India noted, “In 2000, developed countries accounted for 91% of exports of digitizable products, while developing countries’ share was only 9%. Today, with the exception of China, the situation has not changed to any significant degree. Three countries account for 80% of the cross-border e-commerce in the world: US, China and the EU.”

The paper proceeds as follows: first, it explains why members of the WTO issue public communications and why the analysis focused on these communications. It then turns to a history of the work program and the JSI, which allows us to illuminate the continuity between the two. The paper then examines how economic, technological and governance trends are related to data and how they coloured WTO members’ perspectives on the talks. Next, the methodology and findings are discussed, including areas where many states find divisions and common ground. The paper concludes with recommendations.

Why Focus on Public Communications at the WTO?

Trade diplomats can rely on a wide range of venues to communicate member-state positions, including government websites, hearings, debates, testimony and interviews with the press. These strategies play a major role in the work program and the JSI. For example, in January 2019, then Prime Minister of Japan Shinzo Abe helped jump-start the talks when he gave a speech at the World Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland, calling for worldwide data governance at the WTO. Moreover, in June 2020, Canada convened a group of like-minded nations, the Ottawa Group, “to provide leadership, critical thinking and analysis” related to e-commerce and other ongoing negotiations in the wake of the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), which had revealed global dependence on online services.

However, this paper concentrates on member-state public communications at the WTO, as they provide a unique window into the concerns of members and how they may change over time. They also reveal how WTO member states collaborate and where they divide on e-commerce.

WTO member states have a wide range of reasons for issuing such public communications. First, by acting in a transparent manner with these communications, they can build trust among their counterparts (Charnovitz 2004).

Second, they may want to define and set norms before and during negotiations (Wolfe 2013, 32). Norms of behaviour are particularly important for e-commerce, as sometimes nations may need to restrict certain types of cross-border data flows to achieve important national policy objectives such as protecting public health, preserving social stability and/or protecting national security.

Public communications about what is appropriate and inappropriate conduct can help members delineate a shared concept of these norms.

Third, the WTO operates by consensus among its members. With 164 members, it is not easy to
build such a consensus. Most WTO members have lots of expertise governing goods and services and reconciling national and international strategies to govern these goods and services. But WTO members seem to have found it particularly difficult to develop consensus regarding e-commerce and data. Nations have different approaches for governance of personal data or on making public data open. Members are also at different levels of digital prowess (herein digital prowess is defined as a country’s ability to collect, analyze and use various types of data to encourage innovations in goods and services). Finally, as noted above, certain types of data flows can pose dangers to individual and national security (Aaronson 2020). Given these complexities, trade diplomats may view it particularly important to join with other members to illuminate potential compromises.

Fourth, members may use public communications to address “information asymmetries” among member states (UNCTAD 2019b). Economists use this term to describe markets where some market actors have more or better information, while others do not have access to the same information or the same quality of information to make good decisions.12 Trade negotiations always include information asymmetries because different nations have different factor endowments, quality of governance, access to capital and so on. But, as this paper will show, the e-commerce talks were rife with information asymmetries. In the next two sections, the historical, technological, economic and governance context for both the work program and the JSI are examined.

A Short History of the Work Program and the JSI

In 1998, WTO ministers adopted a declaration on global e-commerce, which called on the General Council to establish a comprehensive work program on e-commerce.13 The work program directed four WTO bodies (the Council for Trade in Services, the Council for Trade in Goods, the Council for Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights and the Committee on Trade and Development) to explore relevant issues and for the councils to review the existing provisions of their respective agreements.

Given the complexity of issues, it is not surprising that the work program took years (and is ongoing). But the mandate did not clarify how the work program would be completed, when it should end or how members might enhance WTO rules (Bacchetta et al. 1998).

In 1998, the internet was relatively new, and the range of data-driven goods and services (for example, software, browsers, texting, e-commerce and so on) was limited.14 Yet, from day one, the members of the WTO struggled to find common ground on how and what should be the main focus of discussions. While they agreed not to place duties on e-commerce transmissions across borders, they did not fully discuss what kind of transactions were covered by the moratorium.15 Members also struggled with what they termed “the classification issue,” that is, whether a product formerly only available in physical form but that could now also be traded electronically, should be considered a good or a service. They also debated how to protect consumers from harm (WTO 2003).

For the first decade of the work program, most members were content to continue studying the issue.16 Yet issues of data and data governance soon became more urgent. In 2007, with the introduction of the iPhone, the internet became increasingly mobile, while the cost of access declined (Rainie 2017). As the cost of access declined, greater numbers of users were willing to provide data in exchange for free services built on such data. New firms and services emerged to support data collection, as well as the production of insights from data (UNCTAD 2020, 3). Finally, cloud technologies (defined as allowing access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources, such as networks, servers, storage, applications and services) became more affordable. As a result, more firms could access sophisticated techniques for data analytics such as machine learning (Mell and Grance 2011; Hooton 2019). With such

---

12 See Ross (2020).
13 WTO, Declaration, supra note 4.
14 See www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/ecom_e/ecom_e.htm.
16 Ibid.
techniques, firms could produce improved goods and services as well as innovations. However, because different types of data in one country can be traded across borders (that is, stored, processed and analyzed in another country), cloud technologies such as e-commerce raised important questions of jurisdiction for trade negotiators (Aaronson 2018; Casalini and López González 2019).

The WTO Secretariat and some member states were well aware of this evolving landscape. They and member-state trade diplomats also understood that member states were experiencing these changes at different speeds and in different ways. Hence, members of the WTO, as well as the WTO Secretariat, used conferences, workshops and seminars to encourage greater understanding of how data was changing e-commerce and creating new industries and issues. On July 5, 2016, a diverse group of countries (Australia, Indonesia, Mexico, South Korea and Turkey) held a workshop at the WTO, where they pointed out that nations cannot negotiate e-commerce without discussing data (Ismail 2020). On December 9, 2016, the Friends of eCommerce for Development group (Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Kenya, Mexico, Nigeria, Pakistan, Sri Lanka and Uruguay) held a seminar on e-commerce for development, which focused on how developing countries could use these new data-driven technologies to stimulate development.17 The WTO Secretariat also organized a conference on the use of data in the digital economy in 2019.18 Finally, in 2019 and 2020, the WTO Secretariat sponsored two workshops on the effects of the customs moratorium on e-commerce, in recognition that some members wanted to continue the moratorium while others did not.19

However, officials from some countries were not waiting for the WTO to find a consensus on these issues. In 2003, Australia and Singapore signed the first trade agreement with commitments on the free flow of data across borders for service suppliers and investors. It also banned customs duties on digital products and included commitments for consumer and personal data protection.20 Other members soon followed with their own bilateral and regional e-commerce agreements. By 2017, the WTO counted some 75 such agreements, many of them with different approaches and rules, and the emergence of chapters entitled “digital trade” (Monteiro and Teh 2017, 4). In 2019, the WTO Director-General claimed that some 30 percent of trade agreements notified to the WTO had e-commerce provisions (although not all were binding upon members.) These agreements include the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement on Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP),21 the New Zealand-Singapore Closer Economic Partnership,22 the Canada-United States-Mexico Agreement (CUSMA) (known as the United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement, or USMCA, in the United States),23 and the world’s newest trade agreement (signed but not ratified), the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) of 14 nations in Asia.24

In 2020, several small, open economies pioneered new approaches to e-commerce, where signatories collaborate to both build the digital economy and set rules to govern it. Chile, New Zealand and Singapore signed the DEPA, aiming to “create a model digital economy agreement that can act as a pathfinder for others…that can be integrated into and support processes in the WTO,” and “build confidence on new economy issues to advance and sustain international trade based on rules” (New Zealand 2020, 7). In August, Australia and Singapore signed a Digital Economy Agreement to “harness digital transformation and technology to expand trade and economic ties in our region.”25

In light of the many different agreements, some analysts argued that WTO members were creating a patchwork of rules that could make it harder to negotiate a multilateral approach at the WTO (Lejárraga 2014; Monteiro and Teh 2017). Moreover, one could argue that these agreements perpetuated information and governance asymmetries. First, many developing countries without large

---

17 See www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/ecom_e/ecomdevel_e.htm.
18 See www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/ecom_e/ecom_development_e.htm.
populations that could purchase data-driven goods and services were not invited to participate in such agreements. Second, if they were invited to participate in such talks, they had little leeway to push back against existing models of e-commerce and data governance put forward by the United States, the European Union or China (Aaronson and Leblond 2018; Monteiro and Teh 2017, 8).

In the hopes of avoiding such a patchwork, some nations tried to jump-start a multilateral negotiating process under the WTO. At the Ministerial Conference in Buenos Aires in 2017, a diverse group of 71 WTO members signed a joint statement to explore further work on e-commerce and data governance put forward by the United States, the European Union or China (Aaronson and Leblond 2018; Monteiro and Teh 2017, 8).

In early January 2019, Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe tried to inspire progress with his Davos speech: “We must, on one hand, be able to put our personal data and data embodying intellectual property, national security intelligence, and so on, under careful protection, while on the other hand, we must enable the free flow of medical, industrial, traffic and other most useful, non-personal, anonymous data to see no borders, repeat, no borders” (Abe 2019). Later in 2019, WTO members agreed to “reinvigorate the e-commerce negotiations and the e-commerce waiver” in multilateral talks. Thus, all members agreed to continue to study e-commerce with the work program.27

But some members wanted to move beyond discussions and actually negotiate. Australia, Japan and Singapore led efforts to adopt a fast-track open plurilateral approach, where any WTO member state could join, called the Joint Statement Initiative on Electronic Commerce, or JSI. The states involved in the JSI are discussing issues related to market access and data flows; issues around consumer and personal data; e-commerce trade facilitation; and transparency of e-commerce measures and regulations.28 As Boxes 1 and 2 show, as of July 1, 2020, the JSI includes

---


more than 50 percent of all WTO members, including 26 low- and middle-income nations based on World Bank criteria. Since July, one more nation, Ecuador, has joined (WTO 2020e).

In 2020, these negotiations gained a new urgency, as the COVID-19 pandemic made global dependence on e-commerce and data-driven services more visible (WTO 2020a, 2; WTO 2020b). The pandemic initially made progress in the JSI more difficult, as the talks moved online. However, online discussions made it easier for governments to involve a greater number of experts from various agencies and ministries with expertise on digitalization and governance.

Member states are negotiating the JSI in secret. Some trade diplomats are worried that leaked text could lead to misunderstanding (Kucik and Pelc 2017). But if member states continue to be opaque about the talks, they could undermine public and member-state support. In October 2020, JSI nations announced they are working toward a consolidated text that they hope to make public in the near future.

30 See Ohler (2020).
31 Author interview with Lee Tuthill, September 18, 2020.
33 Author interview with Lee Tuthill, September 18, 2020. The consolidated text is on the website, but it is restricted. See https://rb.gy/nuy9tq.

The Roots of the Digital Trade Divide: The Economic, Technological and Governance Context for the Work Program and the JSI

In every trade negotiation, countries have different stakes, which reflect the role of the sector under negotiation to their current political economy. More than 20 years after the work program began, most countries have a growing e-commerce sector. Hence, most members of the WTO have gained a significant understanding of the scope of regulations needed to regulate e-commerce. But most developing countries are net importers of digital products and services built on data such as AI or apps and likely to remain so for considerable time (UNCTAD 2017; 2019a; Weber 2017). Moreover, many of these WTO members do not yet understand the role of data in trade, how data is changing trade and national economies, and how they might develop a coherent national and international system of data governance (Aaronson 2019b; Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development [OECD] 2019).

Data-fuelled economic change is affecting discussions and negotiations about e-commerce in four ways.

The Rise of the Data-driven Economy and Its Relationship to Trade

The data-driven economy is now essential to economic growth worldwide. The consulting firm McKinsey estimated that the value of global data flows surpassed that of trade in goods as early as 2014 (Bughin and Lund 2017). UNCTAD (2017, 7) reported that without data-driven expertise, developing countries will be less well-positioned to trade goods such as commodities or crops. Moreover, these states will need to use data analytics to ensure that the other goods and services they produce are high quality and remain competitive. Finally, recent OECD research has shown that digital trade (e-commerce and

Box 2: Developing and Middle-Income Country Participants in the JSI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Albania</th>
<th>Malaysia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benin</td>
<td>Mongolia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burkina Faso</td>
<td>Montenegro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td>Myanmar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>Nicaragua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Côte d’Ivoire</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecuador</td>
<td>North Macedonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Salvador</td>
<td>Paraguay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>Peru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honduras</td>
<td>Philippines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>Russian Federation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>Thailand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lao People’s Democratic Republic</td>
<td>Turkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>Mongolia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montenegro</td>
<td>Myanmar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicaragua</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Macedonia</td>
<td>Peru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian Federation</td>
<td>Jordan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>Ukraine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
data-driven services) is pervasive and involves all sectors of the economy. More specifically, digitalization is linked with greater trade openness, selling more products to more markets and less concentrated export baskets (López González and Ferencz 2018). A 2018 OECD study found that as firms rely more on data, they face greater trade complexity: “both traders and policy makers will need to consider a wide range of services and goods simultaneously for the potential benefits of digital trade to be realised” (ibid., 6).

Because data is so important, many nations are adopting national strategies, such as AI plans, data strategies or data charters, to nurture the data-driven economy (Struett 2019). However, some of these national plans and strategies may make it harder for data to flow across borders. For example, policy makers in one country might require that personal data be stored in local servers, another country might ban foreign ownership of certain data-based services and still another might tax firms that profit from the personal data of its citizens, but have no physical establishment in that country (Ismail 2020; Burri 2020; Ciuriak 2020). Some such measures may conflict with existing General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) rules, in particular for governments that already have market access and national treatment commitments for relevant services in their GATS schedules of commitments. However, with or without intent or related commitments, such policies may distort the free flow of data. As a result, firms and individuals that seek to exchange data across borders may face uncertainty and barriers. Hence, WTO member states that want to encourage cross-border data flows are pushing for clear binding commitments and clear and limited exceptions to those commitments (Aaronson and Leblond 2018).

**Information Asymmetries and the Digital Economy**

Firms and countries do not all proceed from the same starting point in this new economy. First, although about 20 percent of all firms in OECD countries participated in e-commerce transactions in 2017, in a majority of countries, large firms are more than twice as likely as small and medium-sized enterprises to participate in e-commerce, and this gap is widening in absolute terms in many countries (OECD 2019). Second, data giants, which include long-standing internet platforms such as Google, Alibaba, Amazon and Tencent already have large troves of data that they can transform into new value-added data products and services. These firms also have funds to purchase significant computing power and data expertise (Ciuriak 2018a; 2018b). These new products and services generate even more data, which, in turn, perpetuates the market power of the data giants (Weber 2017, 411). Firms that benefit from such information asymmetries tend to be bigger firms and, in general, they are concentrated in the United States and China (Galbraith 2020). Statistics bear this out. In 2020, UNCTAD reported that Google has 90 percent of the global search market; Facebook has a two-thirds share of the global social media market and is the leading social media platform in more than 90 percent of the world’s economies; and Amazon.com has an almost 40 percent share of the global online retail market (UNCTAD 2020, 7, para. 36). US and Chinese firms collectively hold 75 percent of all patents related to blockchain technologies, 50 percent of all spending on the Internet of Things, 75 percent of cloud capacity and 90 percent of the market capitalization value of the world’s 70 largest digital platforms. In contrast, Europe’s share of the value of these platforms is four percent and Africa and Latin America’s together is only one percent (UNCTAD 2019a, 12). Yet innovation is not static. Firms in Brazil, Canada, Germany, India, Japan, the Netherlands, Russia, Singapore, South Korea, Sweden and the United Kingdom have become increasingly competitive in various data-driven sectors, such as apps and AI (Chakravortic, Chaturvedi and Filipovic 2019; IMD 2019). Analysts have found that several low-middle-income nations, such as India and Indonesia, have growing digital prowess. But UNCTAD warns that many countries without large platforms may be unable or too late to develop local alternatives. Developing countries could be at risk of becoming “mere providers of raw data to global digital platforms, based mainly in the United States and China, while having to pay such platforms for the digital intelligence produced from their data” (UNCTAD 2020, 8, para. 41).

---


Information Asymmetries and the E-Commerce Talks

Information asymmetries also apply across countries. Many middle-income and developing countries are home to large and globally influential e-commerce companies, including Indonesia’s Shopee, Argentina’s Mercado Libre and Brazil’s B2W Digital. However, no low-income developing nation has significant digital prowess as of this writing nor is a major exporter of data driven services. According to UNCTAD, many developing countries have lower levels of connectivity; limited digital expertise; national technological, financial and logistical challenges; and weaker regulatory and institutional frameworks (UNCTAD 2020, 3, para. 14). Moreover, these countries do not have large numbers of constituents demanding that policy makers develop rules to govern data. Finally, because the JSI relates to only one sector, many developing countries lack an important incentive to participate in the talks — the ability to trade concessions in e-commerce for concessions in another sector.

Political scientist Steven Weber (2017, 412–13) noted that many developing countries may, over time, fail to develop a data-driven economy and, therefore, be forced into a data trade imbalance. International organizations such as UNCTAD and the World Bank have recognized this dilemma and suggested that policy makers need to deepen their understanding of trade, digitalization and governance (World Bank 2016; UNCTAD 2017). These nations will likely need help to better understand how to use data to facilitate development — a very different approach from the traditional route of exporting commodities to manufactures to services (Aaronson 2019a).

The Difficulties of Governing Data

Data governance is an essential component of good governance in the twenty-first century and will have important effects on economic as well as human rights outcomes, such as freedom of speech, access to information and privacy. Researchers have shown that as data-driven technologies become more widespread, the governance of data becomes more important (Belton 2019). Moreover, given its political and economic import, the failure to influence governance of data could undermine trust in governance, democratic values and in the internet as a whole.

But in high-, medium- and low-income countries alike, policy makers struggle to keep pace with data-driven change. No one really knows yet what good governance of data looks like. Moreover, some nations do not have firms with expertise using data analytics to develop new products and services (World Economic Forum 2011). Without such firms, policy makers are less able to develop a feedback loop between these firms, regulators and consumers (Aaronson 2019b; Ismail 2020; UNCTAD 2020). In 2017, Robert Azevêdo, then Director-General of the WTO, acknowledged that many WTO members lack infrastructure, access, regulatory governance and even the skill sets to develop e-commerce. He urged member states to collaborate to “understand what kind of policy framework would be conducive to an e-commerce environment that benefits everyone” (WTO 2019). That year, UNCTAD also warned that development agencies must do more “to prevent the evolving digital economy from leading to widening digital divides and greater income inequality” (UNCTAD 2017).

The JSI talks reflect the divergence in digital expertise. While every high-income country is participating, developing countries are divided. Some developing countries, such as Burkina Faso, El Salvador, Guatemala, Laos and Myanmar, have decided that they can shape the negotiation only by directly participating in the talks. In contrast, others, such as India, Indonesia, South Africa and Vietnam, are not ready to negotiate and use public communications to explain their perspectives (UNCTAD 2019b).

The next section describes the methodological strategy employed to understand and describe this divide.

---

37 See www.similarweb.com/top-websites/category/e-commerce-and-shopping/.

38 See OECD (2019); Meissner and Poensgen (2020); and Chakravorti, Chaturvedi and Filipovic (2019).

39 See, for example, WTO, Joint Statement on Electronic Commerce, Communication from Côte d’Ivoire, WTO Doc INF/ECOM/49 at 1–2, online: WTO <docs.wto.org> [Communication from Côte d’Ivoire].
Methodology

The authors used member public communications to better understand the e-commerce work program, the JSI and the evolution of member-state concerns. These public communications are available at the online database of WTO documents (https://docs.wto.org/) and include member-drafted documents at the General Council and the Council for Trade in Services, among other WTO document groupings.40

Two analytical strategies — content analysis and process tracing — were used to analyze these public communications. Content analysis allowed the authors to map word or issue frequency by country and by period. In contrast, process tracing allowed them to analyze country positions over time. The authors bolstered their analysis with other official sources. With such information, the authors obtained a better understanding of how member-state views evolved and when and how they found convergence or divergence.

The analysis focused on four questions:

→ Which countries submitted public communications in the 22-year period?
→ What were these countries saying about how best to govern e-commerce and data?
→ How did country concerns change over time?
→ What do these public communications tell us about key issues that may be complicating the talks?

There were 146 communications related to the WTO talks; of these, 75 were analyzed.41 The other 71 either were communications that were not put forward by a country (32 communications) (for example, prepared by the Secretariat or a facilitator), were an earlier version of a revised communication (12 communications, of which only the final revised communication was examined), expressed that a country was joining the talks (seven communications) or were a restricted communication (20 communications). Restricted communications were available only to members so they could not be reviewed.

Several factors have changed since the analysis was completed in July 2020. Another country joined the JSI. The WTO and member states have placed more communications on the site since that date. These documents may not stay restricted. Members may request that once-restricted documents be made public. Hence, our analysis does not fully reflect the public communications on the site as of December 2020.42

The documents were divided into four groups, representing four distinct periods. Table 1 summarizes these public communications and delineates the periods. The period dates were established by the date of the first and last communication during the period, so there are gaps between periods.

The first period spans from February 1998 to July 2003. In the second period, from the second half of 2003 to the end of 2009, no country submitted a public communication. It is not known why there was so little public communication during this extensive period. The third period spans from July 2011 to the end of 2018 (the JSI was announced in January 2019 and no documents were drafted in that month). While members issued the most public communications in the third period, it is considerably longer than the fourth period of March 2019 to June 26, 2020. During this period, member states held seven formal rounds of talks.43

To answer the first question, a list of every public communication produced by WTO member states for the periods in question was created. For questions two and three, the authors developed an iterative approach to mapping issues covered by WTO members in their public communications. They read and took notes on these communications and used an Excel spreadsheet to describe and

40 The documents begin with one of these labels: WT/GC/W/; S/C/W/70; JOB(05); JOB/CTG/2; or INF/ECOM.
41 As noted in this paper, the work program and JSI are unique so they cannot be compared to another negotiation. However, the authors were surprised that there were only 146 communications. The services talks (a much broader negotiation covering services from education to computers to health and so on) have some 555 documents, most of which are restricted. But they have also been going on for much longer. See https://tinyurl.com/y59p5435.
42 On August 4, 2020, the authors plugged in “e-commerce” and found some 325 documents. See https://rb.gy/nuy9tq.
summarize the important issues covered. Next, the word frequencies of key terms related to these issues were mapped over time and by country. Finally, process tracing was used to provide a more complete view of the results.

Findings

Question 1: Which Nations Issued Public Communications?

As Table 2 shows, most WTO members did not issue public communications (they also did not issue restricted documents). Only about one-fifth of the members submitted public communications throughout most of the period.

The countries that communicated the most include the European Union, 28 (soon to be 27) nations that speak as one as a trade bloc as well as two smaller open economies, Canada and New Zealand (see Table 3). The next active group of countries includes Australia, Brazil, Singapore and the United States. Australia, Japan and Singapore are the co-conveners of the JSI and, as such, these members work to encourage consensus. It is noteworthy that many of these vocal nations see setting rules to govern digital trade as essential to their economic futures; these WTO members also rank highly on metrics of digital prowess, such as the IMD Digital Competitiveness Index or the European Union’s 2018 International Digital Economy

Table 1: Public Communications by Type (Public or Restricted Documents)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Date Range</th>
<th>Public Communications</th>
<th>Restricted Communications</th>
<th>Communications Not by a Country</th>
<th>JSI Country Joining Statements</th>
<th>Communications before Final Revision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>February 9, 1998–July 8, 2003</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>July 21, 2003–November 27, 2009</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>July 13, 2011–December 17, 2018</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>March 25, 2019–June 26, 2020</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors.

44 An appendix delineating the public communications and research strategy is available at: https://datagovhub.elliott.gwu.edu/the-digital-trade-division/.

45 Since December 1, 2009, the “European Union” has been the official name for the members of the European Union. Before that, “European Communities (EC)” was the official name and that name appears in older documents. The European Union is a WTO member in its own right, as are each of its member states. The authors’ counts combine EU and EC because the EU/EC has competency for making trade policy for the bloc (see www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/countries_e/european_union_or_communities_popup.htm). Although the United Kingdom is withdrawing from the European Union, there were no documents with British proposals on e-commerce at the WTO.

46 See WTO (2020a).

47 See IMD (2019).
Table 2: Summary of Public Communications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Date Range</th>
<th>Total Number of Public Communications</th>
<th>Total Number of Countries Submitting Public Documents</th>
<th>Number of Countries Submitting Restricted Documents in the JSI</th>
<th>Number of Restricted Documents Submitted in the JSI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>February 9, 1998–July 8, 2003</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>15 (less than 12% of members)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>July 21, 2003–November 27, 2009</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>July 13, 2011–December 17, 2018</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>32 (less than 21% of members)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>March 25, 2019–June 26, 2020</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>29 (18% of members)</td>
<td>14 (17–18% of participants)</td>
<td>25 (30–33% of documents)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors.

Table 3: Countries with the Most Public Communications and Their Digital Prowess

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>2018 DESI or I-DESI Score</th>
<th>Number of Public Communications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>European Communities/European Union</td>
<td>58.9* (average score of EC/EU countries)</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>67.0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>65.8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>67.8</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>39.7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>Not included in I-DESI analysis</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors and DESI.

Note: The I-DESI compares the average performance of EU member states with 17 non-EU countries, using a similar methodology to the EU DESI index.

---

48 In 1998, the WTO had 132 members (WTO 1998). In 2003, the WTO had 147 members (WTO 2003).

49 In 2011, the WTO had 154 members (WTO 2011); in 2018 and continuing through July 2020, the WTO has 164 members (see www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/whatis_e/tif_e/org6_e.htm).

50 The WTO has had 164 members since 2016 (WTO 2020c).
and Society Index (I-DESI).51 However, some developing countries also viewed both the work program and the JSI worthy of significant comments. Cuba and Côte d’Ivoire, for example, submitted at least three public communications. Some 13 public communications were drafted by country groups. India and South Africa; Argentina and Brazil; and Cuba, Nicaragua and Ecuador banded together more than once to issue communications. Canada seemed to be the most frequent participant in joint communications,52 followed by Australia, Argentina, Brazil, India and South Africa. Canada’s groups tended to be larger and more diverse than those of other nations (for example, with 16 other countries in 2017; with 20 other countries in 2019; and with two groups in 2020, one with three countries and another with 14).

Table 4: Number of Public Communications by a Sample of Countries Referencing an Issue (1998–2020)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country (Total Public Communications)</th>
<th>Development</th>
<th>Access</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Customs Duties</th>
<th>Openness</th>
<th>Trust</th>
<th>Transparency</th>
<th>Personal Data Protection</th>
<th>Consumer Protection</th>
<th>Competition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States (7)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Union (13)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China (4)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada (10)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand (8)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukraine (3)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia (4)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Côte d’Ivoire (3)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba (3)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India (3)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors.

Note: For the issue “openness,” both “open” and “openness” were used, and for “personal data protection,” both “privacy,” “data protection” and “personal data protection” were used. European Union includes public communications by European Communities, European Communities and their member states, and the European Union.

---


52 JOB/CTG/4/Rev.2; WT/GC/W/782/Rev.2; INF/ECOM/42/Rev.2; and WT/GC/W/799/Rev.1.
Questions 2 and 3: What Did the Communications Say and How Did They Change over Time?

In order to illuminate the scale and scope of topics that WTO member states mentioned in their communications, we created a diverse sample of countries. The sample included countries that trade significantly as well as those that trade less and the number of communications they put forward. Table 4 shows how often the countries we selected discussed specific key issues or terms during the entire 22-year period. Each cell expresses how many public communications use the issue term at the top of the column by the specific country in the row. The first column lists how many communications were put forward by the WTO member and the columns that follow delineate how often a particular word or term (for example, consumer protection) was mentioned by that country in those documents.

Note that word frequency does not reveal the import of a particular issue to a member state or provide background information as to how it developed its position. For example, the European Union mentioned development more frequently than any other WTO member, but Côte d’Ivoire devoted all three of its communications to the development impact of e-commerce.

The authors thought that certain issues, such as data governance, personal data protection, trust, and transparency, would become more central to consensus and hence be mentioned more frequently during the work program and as negotiations progressed. But that was not the case. Table 5 shows key topics and how communications about these topics changed over time for all countries during the four periods. Based on the number of public communications, members issued documents mentioning customs duties and competition fairly consistently throughout the 22-year period. However, the number of documents where members mentioned issues such as access, data openness, trust, and transparency gradually declined. Consequently, it became clear that content analysis could tell us a lot about how often members used words or terms but very little about the divergence and convergence of member-state views over time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period (Total Public Communications)</th>
<th>Development</th>
<th>Access</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Customs Duties</th>
<th>Openness</th>
<th>Trust</th>
<th>Transparency</th>
<th>Personal Data Protection</th>
<th>Consumer Protection</th>
<th>Competition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Period 1 (24) 1998–2003</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period 2 (0) 2003–2011</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period 3 (29) 2011–2019</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period 4 (22) JSI and Work Program (2019–2020)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors.

Question 4: What Do These Public Communications Tell Us about Country Concerns Related to the Talks?

Development, Access and Equity Issues Affecting Participation in the Work Program and the JSI

Member states struggled to address issues of development, access and equity throughout the work program and the JSI. For example, in 2011, Cuba, Ecuador and Nicaragua noted in a public communication that many developing countries lack the capacity to develop a digital economy, which in turn can affect members’ ability to
negotiate. Because broadband access is expensive in the developing world, they argued, their citizens were less able than individuals in richer nations to participate in e-commerce. Moreover, they noted that “this digital divide limits the production and dissemination of knowledge, exacerbates economic backwardness, and dangerously intensifies the lack of understanding between people.”\(^{53}\) Given these differences among nations, the three nations stressed that members needed a better understanding of the issues, especially if they wanted to use e-commerce to combat poverty. They called for a working group on e-commerce and development that would focus on regulatory issues and provide strategies for technical assistance.\(^{54}\) In response, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Côte d’Ivoire, the European Union, Mexico, Paraguay, the Republic of Korea and Singapore contended that WTO members could address these concerns by clarifying the appropriate regulatory frameworks to facilitate e-commerce and then help these countries develop e-commerce initiatives.\(^{55}\) No evidence that the working group was ever created was found.

Meanwhile, in a 2018 communication, Taiwan argued that many developing countries misunderstood e-commerce and its potential benefits to growth. Taiwan noted that e-commerce was stimulating developing-country trade because it enabled them to reach new customers and diversify markets more rapidly.\(^{56}\) The United States bolstered this argument in a separate communication, describing how banking and app sectors lowered costs for developing country consumers and firms, creating jobs and driving innovation.\(^{57}\)

Not surprisingly, these work program communications did not sway many developing countries. In a 2019 communication, Chad presented a list of challenges that developing countries face in trying to build e-commerce, including:

- limited knowledge by firms and government of how to encourage and regulate e-commerce;
- few start-up enterprises in e-commerce;
- concerns about how to mitigate the negative effects of e-commerce;
- lack of infrastructure and credit;
- inadequate online payment facilities; and
- a lack of statistical data.\(^{58}\)

In 2019, South Africa and India expressed concerns about their digital sovereignty: their ability to control domestically created data and ensure that such data facilitated their development. “Digitalization affects different countries in different ways and individual governments require policy space to regulate the digital economy” to meet legitimate public policy objectives. If developing countries are to make progress, they need to implement “active industrial policies to get some benefits of e-commerce.”\(^{59}\) Soon thereafter, South Africa and India noted they needed time to develop their own digital sectors before they could consider negotiating.\(^{60}\) On December 19, 2019, Côte d’Ivoire submitted a textual proposal as a basis for discussions on e-commerce. The government stressed that low-income developing countries lack the infrastructure and regulatory framework to fully exploit the potential of e-commerce: “We would like to have a regulatory framework that is in line with our development needs.” Rather than seeking exceptions, “special and differential treatment should help us to integrate into the global economy.” Hence, “negotiators should work towards principles that would allow the greatest number of Members to adhere to those principles, instead of adopting an approach that would satisfy only the major players in

\(^{53}\) WTO, General Council, Effective Participation of Developing Countries in Electronic Commerce as a Means to Combat Poverty, Communication from Cuba, Ecuador and Nicaragua, WTO Doc WT/GC/W435, online: WTO <docs.wto.org>.

\(^{54}\) Ibid.

\(^{55}\) WTO, Work Programme on Electronic Commerce, Trade Policy, the WTO and the Digital Economy, Communication from Canada, Chile, Colombia, Côte d’Ivoire, the European Union, the Republic of Korea, Mexico, Paraguay and Singapore, WTO Doc JOB/GC/97/Rev.1 at 3, online: WTO <docs.wto.org>.

\(^{56}\) WTO, Work Programme on Electronic Commerce, Removing Cyberspace Trade Barriers, WTO Doc JOB/GC/170 at para 1.2, online: WTO <docs.wto.org> [Removing Cyberspace].


\(^{58}\) WTO, Work Programme and Moratorium on Electronic Commerce, Communication from Chad on behalf of the LDC Group, WTO Doc WT/ GC/W/787, online: WTO <docs.wto.org> [Communication from Chad].

\(^{59}\) WTO, Scope and Impact, supra note 9.

\(^{60}\) Ibid.
international trade.” Côte d’Ivoire concluded that there should be two types of rules: “rules that they are willing and able to abide by through their own means...[and] rules they are able to honour only with assistance from WTO Members or from international or regional institutions.”61

In sum, many developing countries used their communications to signal that they were not ready to develop international rules governing e-commerce and data governance. They wanted help to develop data-driven firms and governance experience and more time to put domestic data governance rules in place. But as the JSI negotiations progressed, developing countries diverged on their strategy — some chose to shape the rules while others chose to comment from the sides of the negotiation.

Discussion of Data and Cross-border Data Flows

While most countries submitting public communications did not mention data, several countries sought to characterize the work program (and later the JSI) as about regulating data. In 2018, Taiwan noted that in some proposals, “the term ‘data’ seems to equate to ‘personal data’ or ‘transaction data,’” while in others, members discuss data in broader terms. It warned that members must clearly define what type of data they are talking about if they want to prevent and remedy barriers to data flows.62 In a 2019 document, Singapore stressed that “information and data flows increasingly underpin all transactions and without which trade will not be possible” and argued, therefore, that the WTO must address information and data flows.63 The United States concurred, noting “the value of data is often only realized when it is integrated into broader interactive systems using datasets that span different populations and territories.” The United States called this process “data-enabled trade.”64

Some countries put forward specific draft language on data governance, including the governance of cross-border flows. They tended to be countries that had already developed and negotiated such provisions in trade agreements, such as the European Union, the United States, Australia, Canada and Singapore.65 Nonetheless, some developing and middle-income nations, including Côte d’Ivoire, Montenegro and Paraguay, joined Brazil, Canada, Chile, Japan, Mexico and Moldova in supporting disciplines to facilitate cross-border data flows. They agreed that free flow of data across borders should be a default in any agreement, along with bans on a few practices, such as data localization, and requirements that firms divulge their source code as a condition for doing business.66

For example, in June 2019, the European Union proposed general language that banned the restriction of data flows by server location, data localization or making the cross-border transfer of data contingent upon use of computing facilities or network elements in the member’s territory.67 The United States, also writing in June 2019, took a more generic approach, arguing that “internet users should be able to move data as they see fit.” The United States mentioned a ban on data localization and local requirements to divulge source code (proprietary data). It also called for rules to prohibit web blocking.68

After coming to understand such differences in willingness to govern data, the chairman of the Council for Trade in Services warned in 2019 that it would be difficult to find consensus on rules to govern cross-border data flows, given development sensitivities. He stressed that some member states argued that if countries have a right to monetize data, they also have a right to localize data (to require that data be stored in servers located within a specific member state and/or by firms hosted in a member state). Such a position

---

61 WTO, Communication from Côte d’Ivoire, supra note 39, ss I, 4c; II, 3a; IV, 1a, 1d.

62 WTO, Removing Cyberspace, supra note 56, s 2.


64 WTO, Economic Benefits, supra note 57 at para 4.

65 WTO, Work Programme on Electronic Commerce, Trade Policy, the WTO, and the Digital Economy, Communication from Canada, Chile, Colombia, Côte d’Ivoire, the European Union, the Republic of Korea, Mexico, Paraguay and Singapore, WTO Doc JOB/GC/97 Rev. 1, online: WTO <docs.wto.org>.

66 Ibid at 3.


could not easily be reconciled with that of those members that called for the free flow of data across borders as a default, with limited exceptions.69

**Customs Duties**

In 2020, the Tax Foundation examined whether the firms that drive the data-driven economy (those that create revenues and profits) were located in the same nations as users. It found a significant mismatch: “In 2015, a bit more than one-third of global internet users were in East and Southeast Asia, while 20 percent of value created in information industries originated there. Conversely, just 11 percent of internet users in 2015 resided in North America while 37 percent of value created in information industries originated there” (Bunn, Asen and Enache 2020). Not surprisingly, this divide has also been front and centre in the public communications at the WTO. Countries without significant data economy expertise wanted to capture some of the revenue from these firms to fund their own digital development. However, when the e-commerce work program negotiations began in 1998, members agreed to a temporary ban on customs duties (so-called tariffs on imports and/or exports) for electronic transmissions. In a communication, New Zealand stated the rationale for this waiver: “A prohibition on customs duties on electronic transmissions is trade facilitating — providing more certainty and predictability for businesses and consumers. It is likely to provide opportunities for the wider adoption of e-commerce, reducing the costs of market transactions and delivering important flow-on effects, such as the creation of new markets, products and services. By increasing international trade, we support economic growth, ultimately enabling governments to collect more revenue.” 70

Some countries remained deeply concerned about the moratorium, which applied to both digitized goods and the online supply of services. Developing countries are generally more reliant on customs duties applied to these goods and services to finance government. Higher-income countries, in contrast, tend to tax profits, revenues or production inside their borders. 71 Although members have approved the moratorium nine times since 1998, some countries raised questions about whether it was equitable. For example, in 2018, India and South Africa asked members to consider the costs of the moratorium to the ability of these countries to fund data-driven development. 72 In 2019, India and South Africa submitted a new paper arguing that the moratorium was discriminatory. 73 They based their position on a 2019 UNCTAD research paper. 74 India and South Africa also contended that the customs moratorium was unclear; while it clearly applied to the transmission of data, it probably did not apply to the actual good or service provided. Other developing countries have agreed with this perspective. 75 In response, Australia, Canada, Chile, China, Colombia, Hong Kong, Iceland, New Zealand, Norway, the Republic of Korea, Singapore, Switzerland, Thailand and Uruguay used a public communication to argue that the application of customs duties on digital transmissions would increase uncertainty and costs, and in so doing stifle digital development. They used the findings of a recent OECD study to argue that members that opposed the moratorium ignored the benefits of waiving customs duties to developing countries, which include “positive economic outcomes such as export, diversification, productivity growth and increased domestic value-added in exports.” In short, these 14 countries were saying that instead of using customs duties, which could suppress digital flows, the generators of digital value should be taxed.76 Many countries, including Australia, Bahrain, Canada, Iceland, Japan, New Zealand, Norway, South Korea, Switzerland and Turkey, among others, apply some form of digital tax.77 Hence,

---

70 WTO, Joint Statement on Electronic Commerce, Communication from New Zealand, WTO Doc INF/ECOM/33, s 1 2, online: WTO <docs.wto.org>.
71 See Dione (2019) and Le Makiyama (2019).
74 See Banga (2019).
75 WTO, Communication from Chad, supra note 58 at 2.
77 See Musgrove (2020).
taken in sum, the public communications did not reveal any consensus on whether and how to use customs duties, or whether digital taxation was an acceptable option for many developing countries.

Rules to Govern Privacy and Personal Data Protection

Privacy and data protection are also long-standing issues in both the work program and the JSI. WTO rules acknowledge that privacy is a legitimate exception; governments may breach trade rules when necessary to protect their citizens’ privacy and personal data online, as long as nations act in a non-discriminatory manner.78

However, most trade agreements with e-commerce provisions do not rely on the exceptions to protect privacy and personal data (Monteiro and Teh 2017). Instead, these provisions generally contain language saying that each party shall adopt or maintain a legal framework that provides for the protection of personal information, building on internationally accepted principles. The parties agree to apply these principles in a non-discriminatory manner (ibid.).

Moreover, most of these agreements do not contain language facilitating interoperability of personal data protection regimes. As a result, WTO members confront a variety of approaches to privacy and personal data protection.

Canada has made the most comprehensive public recommendations on personal data protection in public communications. It suggested that parties shall publish information on the personal information protections it provides to users of digital trade, including how citizens can seek remedies and how enterprises can comply with legal requirements. It also called for interoperability among the many different approaches to protecting personal data. Soon thereafter, Canada also put forward draft text proposing that firms and governments could not use personal data in a discriminatory manner.79 The European Union, in contrast, simply stated “protection of personal data and privacy is a fundamental right and... high standards in this regard contribute to trust... and...trade.”80 But it called for each nation to find its own strategy: “Members may adopt and maintain the safeguards they deem appropriate to ensure the protection of personal data and privacy.”81 It did not mention interoperability. The United States stated that members should adopt or maintain a domestic legal framework that ensures protection of personal data but did not mention interoperability of data protection regimes. Instead, it noted that countries can use “contract law, mutual recognition agreements and other international arrangements.”82 The United States also warned nations to “take great care that any measures that prevent data exports” do not constitute a barrier to trade or discriminate against foreign suppliers of data-driven services. It called for further discussion.83

Openness, Transparency and Trust

Canada, New Zealand and Ukraine used public communications to signal that they thought the negotiating texts should be made public. They suggested that under their proposal, the texts would be bracketed and hence readers could not delineate which member suggested specific language. Given the complexities of the negotiations on data, they stressed, “We believe that this negotiation will benefit from stakeholders having a better understanding of the range of issues being considered in the process. Without such information, stakeholders will be left to speculate about what may be being discussed. Moreover, we would be able to benefit from their knowledge and perspectives.”84

---

78 “One of the General Exceptions in Article XIV of the GATS, overriding all other provisions, covers measures Governments might find it necessary to take for ‘the protection of the privacy of individuals in relation to the processing and dissemination of personal data and the protection of confidentiality of individual records and accounts’” (www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/serv_e/gats_factsheets10_e.htm).


80 WTO, Communication from the European Union, supra note 67 at para 2.8.

81 Ibid.

82 WTO, Communication by the United States, supra note 35 at para 4.7.

83 Ibid at para 4.9.

These countries were warning that for the talks to succeed, internet users — their constituents — must trust in the talks. Yet members rarely mentioned trust in their public communications (see Table 5). However, as noted above, other members of the WTO appear responsive to the need for openness and are supporting the publication of a draft text after negotiating nations have developed a consensus text.

Conclusion

This paper used content analysis and process tracing to better understand what members were saying about the WTO’s Work Programme on Electronic Commerce and the JSI. Content analysis enabled us to identify key issues and process tracing allowed analysis of how member-state positions evolved over time and how, when and on what they found convergence and division.

The authors found that the members of the WTO generally want to see a rules-based system to govern goods and services delivered online (e-commerce). However, as e-commerce has evolved toward new services built on data such as AI, countries disagree as to how and when to regulate digital trade and the data that underpins it. These divisions are reflected in their public communications throughout the 22-year period.

The members that most actively communicated about the work program and the JSI were the European Union, Canada, New Zealand and Singapore. Not surprisingly, these members are also among the world’s most competitive in providing digital goods and services (IMD 2019; Chakavortic, Chaturvedi and Filipovic 2019). With the exception of the European Union, they have relatively small populations and open economies.

To compete with firms in the United States and China, these nations must help their firms achieve economies of scale and scope in data. To achieve economies of scale and scope in data they need greater access to users in other countries (Aaronson 2018). Not surprisingly, these nations are also leading efforts to govern e-commerce by negotiating regional and bilateral trade agreements such as CUSMA, the CPTPP and the RCEP.

Meanwhile, some developing and middle-income countries used their public communications to signal that, despite sharing concerns about their ability to develop a data-driven economy without significant assistance, they are determined to shape their data-driven future at the WTO. Côte d’Ivoire, Mexico, Moldova, Montenegro, Paraguay, Thailand and Ukraine, among others, expressed support for a clear system of rules and exceptions to those rules to govern the data flows that underpin e-commerce/digital trade.

In contrast, other WTO members have used their public communications to assert that many countries are not yet ready to negotiate rules to govern e-commerce. Policy makers from these countries are increasingly aware that their nations may remain importers of data-based goods and services (UNCTAD 2019b; Weber 2017). Countries such as India and South Africa have argued that developing countries need special and differential treatment and the ability to utilize customs duties to finance digital development if they are to build e-commerce/digital trade. In contrast, Côte d’Ivoire and Colombia argued that the negotiators should put the same emphasis on trade facilitation and capacity building as they do on negotiating shared rules.

In short, the public communications exposed several divisions among the members of the WTO on governing e-commerce. In a 2019 communication, the government of Côte d’Ivoire stressed that these divisions could lead to distrust among WTO members. To remedy this, Côte d’Ivoire proposed that JSI members do more to incentivize digital development and reduce information asymmetries within the negotiations.85

Building on that idea, this paper offers three suggestions for policy makers to consider:

- Some WTO members are clearly signalling that they need help creating a data-driven economy. Donor nations should respond by providing funds and expertise to the developing world for data-driven development.

85 WTO, Communication from Côte d’Ivoire, supra note 39.
Digital trade/e-commerce agreements should be designed to achieve two objectives: enable more people to participate and benefit from data-driven growth and set rules to govern digital trade so as to facilitate trust and predictability among market actors. To that end, the DEPA among Chile, New Zealand and Singapore provides a good model. Not only is it focused on mutual digital development, it includes modules focusing on trust, provisions designed to promote data sharing between the public and private sectors, and provisions designed to encourage regulatory innovation, in recognition of rapidly changing data-driven sectors.86

As data governance has become a key issue for development, development organizations should define what comprehensive data governance looks like at the national level and how it can be achieved in a flexible and technologically neutral manner. These organizations should also provide financial and technical assistance to help developing countries build data governance skills.
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